Dear past and future T2 workshop participants,

The light at the end of the (COVID-19 restrictions) tunnel is near! – We are beyond excited to return to the in-person classroom for some workshops and see you in ‘real life’!

After careful consideration and reviewing the State of New Hampshire’s and UNH’s guidelines, we will be able to hold some workshops in the field, although (for the time being) in a slightly different mode of operation than before.

Please be assured that your and our instructor and staff safety will always be our top priority. Therefore, we kindly ask you to review and follow the T2 workshop requirements and what is expected from you as a T2 workshop host, T2 workshop participant or a T2 workshop instructor.

If everyone is informed and playing by the rules, we will be able to avoid frustration and delays together, and help to keep one another well.

Things that might be different than before:

- **Class Size:** This will be determined by the size of our hosts’ locations. We will respect social distancing guidelines, and fill classes accordingly in order to space participants and instructor 6 feet apart from each other.
- **Classrooms:** We will try to avoid confined and dense classroom learning settings for now. That means the theory part might be in the form of an assigned eLearning class, and we will then gather for a shorter hands-on portion of the workshop. We will also work to bring workshops outdoors whenever possible! This may also mean that table space is limited indoors, as we focus on offering as many seats as we can while respecting social distancing guidelines. We also ask that if you are attending a workshop outdoors, you bring your own folding chair or seat.
- **Workshop handouts:** We won’t be printing materials but will provide a link to review and download the curriculum of the class. T2 won’t be handing out pens until further notice.
- **PPE and Health Screenings:** We kindly ask all of us to be diligent in respecting one another’s health. Masks are mandatory attire for indoor T2 workshops until further notice, so all participants should bring a mask or appropriate face covering to class. In addition- all participants must complete a medical self-screen for potential COVID-19 symptoms before coming to a UNH T2 event, including taking temperatures at home. Any individual that is exhibiting COVID-19 symptoms, a fever, may have been exposed to COVID-19, or is otherwise feeling ill, should not come to the UNH T2 workshop.
- **Group activities/ Hands-on learning:** Will be facilitated with social distancing requirements and proper disinfection measurements if equipment will be shared.
- **Disinfectant**—we’ll have hand sanitizer available and encourage participants to use it at least hourly, as well as prior to eating, drinking, or touching your face. We will also use a disinfectant
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that is formulated to meet CDC guidelines for strength and surface contact time, and will followed best practices for disinfecting high-touch surfaces.

- **Schedule:** We might have to change hosting locations and class size in the ongoing COVID-19 situation in order to respect changing host schedules or location parameters. – Your flexibility is very much appreciated.

- **Food and beverage service:** Food and Beverage will be provided for some workshops, dependent upon the ability of UNH T2 to secure an approved caterer who is able to offer self-contained lunch and beverage options.

  If Food and/or Beverage will be provided, it will be noted in the Workshop Section description on Learnforlife, or please contact T2.Center@unh.edu to inquire. If food and/or beverage is provided by UNH T2, it will be individually prepared and boxed by an approved caterer, and bottled water will be provided to participants. For workshops where food or beverage are provided, participants will not be permitted to bring their own food or beverage into the facility, except in the case of a specific dietary restriction UNH T2 is unable to accommodate.

  For workshops in which UNH T2 is NOT able to secure appropriate catering services to provide food or beverage, participants may bring their own water and food from home, clearly marked with your name. Sharing of food or beverage is discouraged.

For more information, please review our full set of workshop guidelines during COVID-19.

If an attendee has a special request or needs additional support for this workshop, please reach out to marilee.lafond@unh.edu

Thank you for your ongoing interest in our workshops and for your flexibility and understanding.

The T2 Team

Connect with us:

Email: t2.center@unh.edu or visit our website for more information.

Facebook  |  Twitter  |  Instagram
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